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Betsey Stevenson and Justin Wolfers present a new
synthesis of economic principles for a new generation of
students. Their focus on useful economics employs
compelling explanations and real-life examples to help
students develop economic intuition and apply it to
everyday decisions. The authors provide a fresh take on
a wide range of principles topics and develop
macroeconomics from its microfoundations in an
engaging presentation that has drawn enthusiastic
reviews from hundreds of instructors and thousands of
students in pre-publication class-tests. In Principles of
Microeconomics, students will learn how the basic tools
of economics can be applied to decisions that range from
personal and professional goals to public policy and the
broader economy. Combining fundamental theory with
modern applications, familiar examples, and plenty of
opportunities to practice using economic tools, Principles
of Microeconomics helps students to develop economic
insight. Principles of Microeconomics is available with
SaplingPlus online learning system. Our integrated,
online learning system combines powerful multimedia
resources with an integrated e-Book, robust homework,
and a wealth of interactives, creating an extraordinary
new learning resource for students. Key features include:
Online homework helps students get better grades with
targeted instructional feedback tailored to the individual.
Step-by-Step graphs break complex graphs and other
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figures into their component parts to help students
understand how graphs are built and what they
represent. Captions on each step help the students to
understand what’s happening as the figures change.
Decision Points allow students to explore their own
decision-making process and how economic principles
and thinking can inform their decisions. Students work
step-by-step through decision-making scenarios,
receiving feedback about how the economic principles
did (or did not) play into their choices. Decision Points
help students apply economic insights to their everyday
lives. Find out more about SaplingPlus at
www.macmillanihe.com/sapling.
Written by a distinguished team of teachers, this fourth
edition of Thinking About Psychology reflects up-to-date
DSM-5 content and research, emphasizes psychology as
a science, answers goal-oriented guiding questions, and
provides a vast amount of assessment opportunities for
students to regularly test their understanding. Students
are sure to be engrossed by the engaging and
conversational tone of authors Charlie Blair-Broeker and
Randy Ernst, who have a combined 54 years of high
school teaching experience and have led Psychology
workshops in more than 30 states!
An award-winning author team challenges students to
think critically about the concepts, controversies, and
applications of social psychology using abundant tools,
both in text and online. (NEW) infographics examine
important topics like social class, social media effects,
and research methodology. InQuizitive online
assessment reinforces fundamental concepts, and
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PowerPoints, test questions, and (NEW) Concept
Videos, will help you create the best course materials in
the shortest amount of time.
From its beginnings to this remarkably fresh and current
new edition, Myers and DeWall's Psychology has found
extraordinarily effective ways to involve students with the
remarkable research underlying our understanding of
human behavior. But while the content and learning
support evolves edition after edition, the text itself
continues to be shaped by basic goals David Myers
established at the outset, including to connect students
to high-impact research, to focus on developing critical
thinking skills, and to present a multicultural perspective
on psychology, so students can see themselves in the
context of a wider world. This new edition offers 2100
research citations dated 2015-2020, making these the
most up-to-date introductory psychology course
resources available. With so many exciting new findings,
and every chapter updated with current new examples
and ideas, students will see the importance and value of
psychological research, and how psychology can help
them make sense of the world around them. The
abundant, high quality teaching and learning resources
in LaunchPad and in Achieve Read & Practice, carefully
matched to the text content, help students succeed,
while making life easier and more enjoyable for
instructors.
David Myers’ new partnership with coauthor C. Nathan
DeWall matches two dedicated educators and scholars,
each passionate about teaching psychological science
through writing and interactive media. With this new
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edition of the #1 bestselling Psychology, Myers and
DeWall take full advantage of what an integrated
text/media learning combination can do. New features
move students from reading the chapter to actively
learning online: How Would You Know puts students in
the role of scientific researcher and includes tutorials on
key research design principles; Assess Your Strengths
self-tests help students learn a little more about
themselves, and include tips about nurturing key
strengths. These and other innovations rest on the same
foundations that have always distinguished a new David
Myers edition—exhaustive updating (hundreds of new
citations), captivating writing, and the merging of rigorous
science with a broad human perspective that engages
both the mind and heart.
Announcing a new Myers/DeWall text, created
specifically for the Fall 2019 AP® course framework! You
are likely familiar with the name Dr. David G. Myers.
Now, he and his new co-author, Nathan DeWall, bring
you a book that will allow you to use College Board's
new Personal Progress Checks and Dashboard more
effectively. This updated edition includes 100% of the
new course content in the new nine-unit structure. All
teacher and student resources will also be updated to
correlate to the new student edition; this includes the TE,
TRFD, TB, Strive, and LaunchPad. Everything will
publish in summer 2020 such that you can use this new
program for Fall 2020 classes. If you're not familiar with
Myers/DeWall texts, you are in for a treat! Drs. Myers
and DeWall share a passion for the teaching of
psychological science through wit, humor, and the telling
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of poignant personal stories (individually identified in the
text by the use of each author's initials [DM and ND]).
Through close collaboration, these authors produce a
unified voice that will teach, illuminate, and inspire your
AP® students.

This modules-based version of Myers’ best-selling,
full-length text, Psychology, breaks down the book’s
16 chapters into 54 short modules. Myers was
inspired to create this text by the memory research
in chunking (showing that shorter reading
assignments are more effectively absorbed than
longer ones), as well as by numerous students and
teachers who expressed a strong preference for
textbooks with more, shorter chapters. DSM 5
Updates Available for Fall 2014 classes, this update
version features new content from David Myers in
response to the release of the DSM-5. This new
content is integrated into the text without changing
pagination or the structure of the chapters. A special
DSM 5 Supplement by the David Myers is available
for Fall 2013 and Spring and Summer 2014 courses.
View the Page-Referenced Guide to the DSM-5
updates for Psychology in Modules. Watch our new
videos from David Myers here, including our
animation on THE TESTING EFFECT narrated by
David Myers. For more information on the new
edition of Psychology in Modules, please visit our
preview site.
Dr. James W. Kalat's BIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
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is the most widely used text in the course area, and
for good reason: an extremely high level of
scholarship, clear and occasionally humorous writing
style, and precise examples. Throughout all eleven
editions, Kalat's goal has been to make biological
psychology accessible to psychology students, not
just to biology majors and pre-meds. Another goal
has been to convey the excitement of the search for
biological explanations of behavior, and Kalat
delivers. Updated with new topics, examples, and
recent research findings--and supported by new
online bio-labs, part of the strongest media package
yet--this text speaks to today's students and
instructors. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
"We cast social psychology in the intellectual
tradition of the liberal arts. By the teaching of great
literature, philosophy, and science, liberal arts
education seeks to expand our awareness and to
liberate us from the confines of the present. By
focusing on humanly significant issues, we aim to
offer social psychology's big ideas and findings to
pre-professional psychology students, and to do so
in ways that stimulate all students. And with close-up
looks at how the game is played-at the varied
research tools that reveal the workings of our social
nature-we hope to enable students to think
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smarter"-A leading textbook in studying the Bible, this Course
Pack is designed to help students in their research of
and knowledge of the Bible. Each new copy is
packaged with the paperback, A Study Companion
to the Bible, checked and updated to work flawlessly
with the revised second edition of this important text.
The Study Companion is a handy complement to the
textbook, providing primary readings and a running
glossary of terms keyed to the textbook along with
exercises for further reflection.
Thus begins market-leading author David Myers'
discussion of developmental psychology in Unit 9 of
his new Myers' Psychology for AP® Second Edition.
With an undeniable gift for writing, Dr. Myers will
lead your students on a guided tour of psychological
science and poignant personal stories. Dr. Myers
teaches, illuminates, and inspires. Four years ago,
we published this ground-breaking text which is
correlated directly to the AP® course. Today, we
build on that innovation and proudly introduce the
2nd AP® Edition. Whether you are new to AP®
psychology or have many years under your belt, this
uniquely AP® book program can help you achieve
more.
The new edition of Exploring Psychology in Modules
offers outstanding currency on the research,
practice, and teaching of psychology. Myers and
DeWall inspire students with fascinating findings and
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applications, effective new study tools and
technologies, and a compassionate and compelling
storytelling voice.
Concepts of Biology is designed for the single-semester
introduction to biology course for non-science majors, which
for many students is their only college-level science course.
As such, this course represents an important opportunity for
students to develop the necessary knowledge, tools, and
skills to make informed decisions as they continue with their
lives. Rather than being mired down with facts and
vocabulary, the typical non-science major student needs
information presented in a way that is easy to read and
understand. Even more importantly, the content should be
meaningful. Students do much better when they understand
why biology is relevant to their everyday lives. For these
reasons, Concepts of Biology is grounded on an evolutionary
basis and includes exciting features that highlight careers in
the biological sciences and everyday applications of the
concepts at hand.We also strive to show the
interconnectedness of topics within this extremely broad
discipline. In order to meet the needs of today's instructors
and students, we maintain the overall organization and
coverage found in most syllabi for this course. A strength of
Concepts of Biology is that instructors can customize the
book, adapting it to the approach that works best in their
classroom. Concepts of Biology also includes an innovative
art program that incorporates critical thinking and clicker
questions to help students understand--and apply--key
concepts.
Connect complex psychological concepts to real life
Understanding Psychology simplifies complex psychological
concepts for students. The program’s philosophy is to make
psychology relevant, fun, interesting, and approachable.
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Understanding Psychology is an interactive book with handson activities, case studies, current issues, and readings about
the field of psychology.
This book grew out of the IEEE-EMBS Summer Schools on
Biomedical Signal Processing, which have been held annually
since 2002 to provide the participants state-of-the-art
knowledge on emerging areas in biomedical engineering.
Prominent experts in the areas of biomedical signal
processing, biomedical data treatment, medicine, signal
processing, system biology, and applied physiology introduce
novel techniques and algorithms as well as their clinical or
physiological applications. The book provides an overview of
a compelling group of advanced biomedical signal processing
techniques, such as multisource and multiscale integration of
information for physiology and clinical decision; the impact of
advanced methods of signal processing in cardiology and
neurology; the integration of signal processing methods with
a modelling approach; complexity measurement from
biomedical signals; higher order analysis in biomedical
signals; advanced methods of signal and data processing in
genomics and proteomics; and classification and parameter
enhancement.
The new edition of Exploring Psychology offers outstanding
currency on the research, practice, and teaching of
psychology. Myers and DeWall inspire students with
fascinating findings and applications, effective new study
tools and technologies, and a compassionate and compelling
storytelling voice. Their presentation is based on the same
guiding principles behind the entire family of textbooks that
have made David Myers the world’s bestselling introductory
psychology author: Facilitate learning by teaching critical
thinking and helping students at every step. Present
psychology as a science, emphasizing the process of inquiry
and putting facts in the service of concepts. Make sure
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students come away with an appreciation of psychology’s big
ideas, and with a deeper respect for humanity—what drives
us, distinguishes us, unifies us. This Exploring Psychology is
the first to include Myers’ handpicked co-author. Nathan
DeWall shares Myers’ belief that instilling a sense of curiosity
and inquiry about psychological science is an effective way to
help students navigate the content, think critically, and
prepare for a lifetime of learning and living. The extraordinary,
longtime Myers ancillary author team is also here—a group
whose teamwork, consistency, and commitment again sets
the industry-standard for instructor and student supplements.
Adopting a multicultural approach, this text guides readers in
the study of social thinking, social influence, and social
relations. It emphasises social psychology's applications to
both work and life, and uses vignettes to emphasise the
relevance of social psychology research.
Identifies the major ideas that college and university students
will encounter in a basic psychology course and explores
connections with Christian belief.

The new edition of Exploring Psychology in Modules
offers outstanding currency on the research, practice,
and teaching of psychology. Myers and DeWall inspire
students with fascinating findings and applications,
effective new study tools and technologies, and a
compassionate and compelling storytelling voice. Their
presentation is based on the same guiding principles
behind the entire family of textbooks that have made
David Myers the world’s bestselling introductory
psychology author: Facilitate learning by teaching critical
thinking and helping students at every step. Present
psychology as a science, emphasizing the process of
inquiry and putting facts in the service of concepts. Make
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sure students come away with an appreciation of
psychology’s big ideas, and with a deeper respect for
humanity—what drives us, distinguishes us, unifies us.
This Exploring Psychology in Modules is the first to
include Myers’ handpicked co-author. Nathan DeWall
shares Myers’ belief that instilling a sense of curiosity
and inquiry about psychological science is an effective
way to help students navigate the content, think critically,
and prepare for a lifetime of learning and living. The
extraordinary, longtime Myers ancillary author team is
also here—a group whose teamwork, consistency, and
commitment again sets the industry standard for
instructor and student supplements. The high quality that
consistently sets Myers’ ancillaries apart sees a new
incarnation in LaunchPad. This course space organizes
all the book’s digital resources in an online format that
makes it easier for instructors to teach, track, and assess
their students. This text offers the content organized in
45, student-friendly modules, assignable in any
sequence and brief enough to be read in one sitting.
Students digest material better when they process it in
smaller chunks—as spaced rather than massed
practice—and instructors often appreciate the flexibility of
assigning any modules in any order.
Featuring a look and style that's more like a magazine
than a textbook, Plotnik's INTRODUCTION TO
PSYCHOLOGY, Tenth Edition will draw you in and show
you how exciting the study of psychology can be. This
modular, visual approach to the fundamentals of
psychology--the pioneer of the "visual" or "magazine"
style approach--makes even the toughest concepts
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engaging and entertaining. Each and every page is
individually planned, written, and formatted to effectively
incorporate the use of Visual Cues, which help you to
better remember information. Extensively updated, the
text also utilizes "chunking," a method of breaking
concepts down into small, easily digested sections that
help you learn at your own pace.
This innovative and user-friendly workbook, now
combined into a single volume organized chronologically,
guides students and instructors through the ideas and
methods of world history. It provides all the elements
necessary to support a world history course, including
narrative, projects, primary sources, and a detailed
glossary of terms.
With every carefully revised, meticulously updated
edition, Psychology by David Myers and Nathan DeWall
continues to be the best-selling introductory psychology
program. And students don't just use it--they love it. How
do we know? They tell us. Students regularly contact the
authors with feedback and appreciation for producing a
text that is both enlightening and engaging. With wit and
humor, and through poignant personal stories, Drs.
Myers and DeWall lead you on an exciting journey
through psychological science.
Exploring Psychology in ModulesWorth Publishers
The new edition of Exploring Psychology offers
outstanding currency on the research, practice, and
teaching of psychology. Myers and DeWall inspire
students with fascinating findings and applications,
effective new study tools and technologies, and a
compassionate and compelling storytelling voice. Their
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presentation is based on the same guiding principles
behind the entire family of textbooks that have made
David Myers the world’s bestselling introductory
psychology author: Facilitate learning by teaching critical
thinking and helping students at every step. Present
psychology as a science, emphasizing the process of
inquiry and putting facts in the service of concepts. Make
sure students come away with an appreciation of
psychology’s big ideas, and with a deeper respect for
humanity—what drives us, distinguishes us, unifies us.
This Exploring Psychology is the first to include Myers’
handpicked co-author. Nathan DeWall shares Myers’
belief that instilling a sense of curiosity and inquiry about
psychological science is an effective way to help
students navigate the content, think critically, and
prepare for a lifetime of learning and living. The
extraordinary, longtime Myers ancillary author team is
also here—a group whose teamwork, consistency, and
commitment again sets the industry-standard for
instructor and student supplements. The high quality that
consistently sets Myers’ ancillaries apart sees a new
incarnation in LaunchPad. This course space organizes
all the book’s digital resources in an online format that
makes it easier for instructors to teach, track, and assess
their students

This is the access card only and does not include the
textbook. LaunchPad contains resources for you and
your students; it combines an interactive e-book with
high-quality multimedia content and ready-made
assessment options, including LearningCurve
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adaptive quizzing. Curated pre-built units are easy to
assign or adapt with your own material, such as
video, animations, simulations, readings, quizzes,
discussion groups and more. LaunchPad also
provides access to a grade book that shows both
class and individual student performance, and for
individual assignments as well. While a streamlined
interface helps students focus on what's due next,
social commenting tools let them engage, make
connections, and learn from each other. Use
LaunchPad on its own or integrate it with your
school's learning management system so your class
is always on the same page.
This edition examines the philosophical, historical
and methodological foundations of psychological
testing, assessment and measurement, while
helping students appreciate their benefits and pitfalls
in practice.
Why Myers? David Myers has become the world’s
best-selling introductory psychology author by
serving the needs of instructors and students so
well. Each Myers textbook offers an impeccable
combination of up-to-date research, well-crafted
pedagogy, and effective media and supplements.
Most of all, each Myers text demonstrates why this
author’s style works so well for students, with his
signature compassionate, companionable voice, and
superb judgment about how to communicate the
science of psychology and its human impact. Why
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Modules? This modules-based version of Myers’
best-selling, full-length text, Psychology (breaking
down that book’s 16 chapters into 59 short modules)
is yet another example of the author’s ability to
understand what works in the classroom. It comes
from Myers’ experiences with students who strongly
prefer textbooks divided into briefer segments
instead of lengthier chapters, and with instructors
who appreciate the flexibility offered by the modular
format. Modular organization presents material in
smaller segments. Students can easily read any
module in a single sitting. Self-standing modules.
Instructors can assign modules in their own
preferred order. The modules make no assumptions
about what students have previously read.
Illustrations and key terms are repeated as needed.
This modular organization of short, stand-alone text
units enhances teacher flexibility. Instead of
assigning the entire Sensation and Perception
chapter, instructors can assign the module on vision,
the module on hearing, and/or the module on the
other senses in whatever order they choose. Watch
our new videos from David Myers here, including our
animation on THE TESTING EFFECT narrated by
David Myers.
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